CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION

STAFF MEMORANDUM

Study K-402

December 10, 2015

Second Supplement to Memorandum 2015-54
Relationship Between Mediation Confidentiality and Attorney Malpractice
and Other Misconduct: Public Comment
The Commission1 recently received the following new comments on its study
of the relationship between mediation confidentiality and attorney malpractice
and other misconduct:
Comments That Oppose Any Weakening of the Existing Mediation
Confidentiality Statutes
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Comments Urging Revisions of the Mediation Confidentiality Statutes to
Promote Attorney Accountability
(1) Online Petition
•

According to the Change.org website, the number of signatories of
the online petition by Citizens Against Legalized Malpractice grew
to about 130 as of December 9, 2015.4

1. Any California Law Revision Commission document referred to in this memorandum can
be obtained from the Commission. Recent materials can be downloaded from the Commission’s
website (www.clrc.ca.gov). Other materials can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s staff,
through the website or otherwise.
The Commission welcomes written comments at any time during its study process. Any
comments received will be a part of the public record and may be considered at a public meeting.
However, comments that are received less than five business days prior to a Commission
meeting may be presented without staff analysis.
2. SCMA submitted a comment opposing Assembly Bill 2025 (Wagner), as introduced on
February 23, 2012. SCMA’s comment on that bill was reproduced at Exhibit pages 30-31 of
Memorandum 2013-39.
3. For earlier input from Mr. Baer, see Memorandum 2015-45, Exhibit p. 9; see also
Memorandum 2015-54, pp. 2-3 & sources cited therein.
4. One Change.org webpage refers to “130 Supporters,” but another webpage refers to “128
Supporters.”
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(2) Other Comments Submitted by Email
•
•

Exhibit p.
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Nancy Neal Yeend (12/7/15)5 .................................. 11

The staff will refer to the above comments at appropriate points in future
memoranda as the Commission’s study progresses.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Gaal
Chief Deputy Counsel

5. Ms. Yeend’s article is available at:
http://www.plaintiffmagazine.com/Nov15/Yeend_The-Superheroes-of-Facts-Evidence-andLogic-enter-the-fray-over-legal-malpractice-protection-in-mediation_Plaintiff-magazine.pdf.
For earlier input from Ms. Yeend, see Memorandum 2015-46, Exhibit p. 217; First Supplement
to Memorandum 2015-46, Exhibit p. 57; Memorandum 2015-36, Exhibit pp. 12-14; First
Supplement to Memorandum 2015-36, p. 1; Memorandum 2015-24, Exhibit p. 3; Memorandum
2015-13, Exhibit p. 49; Memorandum 2014-60, Exhibit p. 1; First Supplement to Memorandum
2014-36, Exhibit p. 1; Memorandum 2014-27, Exhibit pp. 7-8; Memorandum 2014-6, Exhibit pp.
14-15; Third Supplement to Memorandum 2013-47, Exhibit pp. 3-6; First Supplement to
Memorandum 2013-39, Exhibit pp. 1-2; see also Memorandum 2014-14, Exhibit pp. 114-15
(reproducing article by Ms. Yeend and Stephen Gizzi). Ms. Yeend testified at the Commission
meeting in October 2013. She also submitted a comment supporting Assembly Bill 2025
(Wagner), as introduced on February 23, 2012. Her comment on that bill was reproduced at
Exhibit page 42 of Memorandum 2013-39.
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EMAIL FROM MARK BAER (12/5/15)
Re: Mediation Confidentiality
Dear Barbara:
“ABA urges SCOTUS to review decision that ‘opens the floodgates’ to disclosure of
work product”
The exact same thing is true with what the State Bar of California is attempting to do
with the mediation confidentiality issue.
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/aba_urges_scotus_to_review_decision_that_ope
ns_the_floodgates_to_disclosure/?utm_source=maestro&utm_medium=email&utm_cam
paign=weekly_email
Sincerely,
Mark
Mark B. Baer, Esq.
Family Law Attorney/Mediator/Collaborative Law Practitioner/
Author/Lecturer/Keynote Speaker/Legal Analyst
Mark B. Baer, Inc., a Professional Law Corporation
100 East Corson Street, Suite 200
Pasadena, California 91103
(626) 389-8929
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EMAIL FROM RUTH DENBURG (12/8/15)
Re: Mediation Confidentiality
My vote would be to please maintain mediation confidentiality. I have been practicing
family law for 34 years and have been a mediator for the last ten years. I would not
participate in mediation if it was possible to become embroiled in litigation, which is one
of the main reasons I am now a mediator and not a litigator.
Thank you for your consideration.
Ruth Denburg, Attorney and Mediator
10940 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1400
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Tel. No. (310) 443 1945
Fax No. (310) 208 8582
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EMAIL FROM DAVID LUBOFF (12/8/15)
Re: Study K-402
Dear Ms. Gaal:
I write to you in opposition to the proposal to abolish mediation confidentiality in those
situations where legal malpractice or other lawyer misconduct is alleged.
I have practiced law continuously in California for 36 years and am a certified specialist
in family law (Board of Legal Specialization, State Bar of California). I practice with the
firm of Jaffe and Clemens in Beverly Hills, California. Our practice is devoted almost
exclusively to family law.
Mediation is one of the most important tools that we, as family lawyers, have in resolving
family law disputes without litigation. I estimate that the vast majority of matters that we
handle are resolved by settlement. The high success rate in settling mediated cases is due
in large part to mediation confidentiality. When clients and lawyers know that nothing
that is divulged in mediation can be received in evidence in a court proceeding, they can
be much more candid and much more forthcoming in negotiation than they otherwise
would. Likewise, mediators are encouraged to serve in that capacity because they
understand that they cannot be subpoenaed to testify by parties to mediation. A mediator
who finds that he or she is losing time being deposed or testifying in trial is less likely to
continue serving as a mediator.
The instances in which legal malpractice occurs in mediation and results in damages to a
party to mediation presumably are uncommon. The number of cases in which mediation
confidentiality effectively shields a lawyer from liability for malpractice is likely quite
small. On the other hand, the advantages of mediation confidentiality are present in every
mediation. As a matter of policy, the high value of mediation confidentiality outweighs
any potential detriment that would be sustained if a few lawyers were allowed to escape
liability for their acts of malpractice.
The Supreme Court has recognized again and again the high importance and value of
mediation confidentiality. Mediation confidentiality has been attacked from many angles
by litigants seeking to carve out exceptions, and the Supreme Court has been steadfast in
guarding it from those attacks. There has been a recognition that the allowance of
exceptions will encourage further erosion, which ultimately will undermine the bulwark
of mediation confidentiality and impair its usefulness as a dispute resolution tool.
I believe that the current efforts to restrict mediation confidentiality, while wellintentioned, are misguided and will cause great harm. Therefore, I express my strong
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opposition to the proposal to abolish mediation confidentiality in those situations where
legal malpractice or other lawyer misconduct is alleged.
David M. Luboff | JAFFE AND CLEMENS
Lawyer
433 N. Camden Dr., Suite 1000 | Beverly Hills, CA 90210
T: 310.550.7477 | F: 310.271.8313 | DLuboff@jaffeclemens.com
www.jaffeclemens.com
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EMAIL FROM DVORAH MARKMAN (12/9/15)
Re: K-402
Dear Ms. Gaal,
I am saddened to write this letter due to changes proposed by the California Law
Revision Commission which would, if adopted, effectively result in the end of Mediation
in Family Law Matters, the area in which potential litigants are most in need of nonlitigious resolution of differences.
From a strong Family Law litigation practice, I transitioned to only dispute resolution;
primarily mediation, fourteen years ago. From that time to this, I am proud to feel that I
have assisted many, many families to resolve differences and move on to entry of
Judgment in a more economical and most important, less litigious manner. Such a
process has encouraged parents to respect each other and to keep their children in mind,
rather than their disputes that undoubtedly led to the filing for divorce.
If any confidentiality protection afforded by the California Evidence Code is
compromised by the California Law Revision Commission’s proposal, the predictable
result is that mediation will not be offered by attorneys as a viable alternative to litigation
for families.
It is my firm belief that unpredictable confidentiality which would result from following
the Commission’s proposal would serve only to damage the ability of families throughout
California to seek relief through mediation.
Please DO NOT remove an essential protection to deal with what is not a widespread
problem, but instead the complaint of few.
Thank you for your consideration of this letter.
Sincerely submitted,
Dvorah Markman, Attorney at Law
Law and Mediation Office of Dvorah Markman
1801 Century Park East, 9th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Tel.: (310) 556-0131
Fax: (310) 551-0186
markmand@familylawmediation.com
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EMAIL FROM KELLY CHANG RICKERT (12/7/15)
Re: Please protect mediation confidentiality
Dear Barbara:
My name is Kelly Chang Rickert. I am a Certified Family Law Specialist. I have been a
litigator for over 15 years. I have seen a lot of human destruction. What these poor souls
need is NOT more litigation.
With the proposed amended changes against mediation confidentiality, the end result is
clear: MORE litigation. This will completely derail the entire purpose of mediation and
destroy hope of resolution. People who would otherwise consider a wiser solution would
refuse to because they fear litigation.
I am strongly opposed to these changes, and I urge the Commission to hear our pleas.
Sincerely,
Kelly Chang Rickert (SBN 206809)
Certified Family Law Specialist*
Law and Mediation Offices of Kelly Chang,
A Professional Law Corporation
5455 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 2100
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(323) 393-5669
(323) 315-5234 fax
http://www.purposedrivenlawyers.com
http://divorcefamilylaw.blogspot.com
"We Know Family Matters."
* Certified by the California State Bar Board of Legal Specialization
Atwater Village: 3371 Glendale Blvd. #101, Los Angeles, CA 90039
Pasadena: 438 S. Pasadena Ave., Pasadena, CA 91105
San Diego: 1020 Prospect St., Suite 250, La Jolla, CA 92037 * (858) 480-9987
* (858) 435-4341 fax
http://www.sandiegoprenuplawyers.com
San Francisco: 555 Montgomery St., 7th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94111
* (415) 999-5669 *(415) 962-0415 fax
http://www.sfprenuplawyers.com
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EMAIL FROM ROGER STANARD (12/7/15)
Re: Mediation Confidentiality
Dear Ms. Gaal:
In response to the solicitation by ARC to gather support in opposition to efforts to change
mediation confidentiality, I strongly endorse elimination of mediation confidentiality for
attorneys. Mediation confidentiality produces no benefit whatsoever other than protecting
bad or incompetent attorneys from claims of malpractice. The public deserves better.
Attorney-client communications are already protected in the context of a mediation
except for circumstances where they attorney is accused of malpractice. Honest and
competent attorneys do not need the protection of mediation confidentiality.
The mediator needs the protection of mediation confidentiality, but attorneys representing
clients in mediation do not. Attorneys should be liable for their negligence just as other
professionals are liable. There should not be a special rule for attorneys because attorneys
are already held in low regard by the public.
Also, the parties to mediation should have the right to waive confidentiality as to their
own communications (and not mediator communications) without giving the mediator a
veto power as now exists under Evidence Code Section 1122. Currently each
“participant” which includes the mediator must consent before mediation is waived. That
law should be changed.
Cordially,
Roger L. Stanard
Law Offices
Roger L. Stanard
5850 CANOGA AVENUE, SUITE 400
WOODLAND HILLS, CALIFORNIA 91367
TELEPHONE: (818) 710-7197
FACSIMILE: (818) 710-7198
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EMAIL FROM NANCY NEAL YEEND (12/7/15)
Re: Comments for December CLRC Meeting
Barbara,
I am unable to attend the December meeting, as I will be flying back from Pittsburgh. I
have attached a copy of my article that was just published in Plaintiff Magazine. I hope
you and Commission will find it informative as well as entertaining. I have had a couple
of very serious articles published on the topic, but decided to write this one as if I were
reviewing a TV mini-series. Actually, I do feel that many of the letters that some have
sent to the CLRC resemble fiction.
The vast amount of misinformation being generated by attorneys and mediators is
astounding. It appears that they are trying to protect themselves under the guise of
protecting the public and the process. There is no factual basis for the scare tactics and
speculation as they ruminate ad nauseam.
Most who are writing, sending petitions and generally on a misinformation mission, have
never mediated outside of California, and have no direct experience with other statutes. I
have mediated cases in a number of states, which have significantly different
confidentiality laws, and yet the dire predictions being widely circulated have never come
to pass in those other states.
I wish the the Commission would ask for specific facts from these naysayers that would
back up their specious claims. What the Commission will hear is dead silence. Hopefully,
the Commission will rely on facts and data and not speculation from a few who are
spending their time organizing a letter writing campaign that repeats the same unfounded
information.
Nancy
Nancy Neal Yeend
Mediator & Dispute Management Strategist
Silicon Valley Mediation Group
Serving California, Nevada and Oregon
Direct line: 650/857-9197
Email: nancy@svmediators.com
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